
Made in Germany, designed in Austria



We want sun protection 

that fits us perfectly!

Shadesign develops innovative sun protection solutions which are of the 

highest levels of quality and design. On these pages, we present to you 

our SHADEONE® Twister-Sail. Simple to operate, the Twister-Sail lets you 

experience sun or shade whenever you wish.

All-year-round use 

High UV Protection 

UPF 50+

Wind-dynamic through  

free-"oating suspension

Rainproof, water runs o# 

automatically from an 

inclination of 8+ degrees

SHADEONE® harmonises with the architecture of every building. With its minimalist 

design and free-$oating sail membrane, the Twister-Sail adds a visual highlight to 

every façade. The system enables a total screen area of an impressive 34.5 m2 and 

compared to awnings and &rmly &xed sun sails, it o'ers an unbelievable price / 

performance relationship. Compare it for yourself!

•  Can be mounted on almost any surface  

(e.g. on delicate façades of prefabricated houses)

•  Sail has extremely good self-cleaning properties

•  Dirt is not rolled up through the patented winding system

•  Can be rolled in or out e'ortlessly

•  Optimal rain protection by the waterproof membrane

•  No water build-up as water runs o' the membrane automatically  

when suspended at an inclination of 8 or more degrees

•  Easy to install

•  Also performs ideally under glass

•  Width of up to 600 cm, extends to a length of up to 575 cm

Awnings were yesterday

SHADEONE® an overview
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“We were on the lookout for a long time for a sun protection 

system which matches the modern, clear architecture of our 

house. We were won over by SHADEONE®, not just because of the 

design aspect, but also because it‘s so fantastically easy to use.”

SHADEONE® in action on a terrace – a typical exampleThe elbowed supports are available as an optional  

extra for use on balconies and railings
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Astrid Thielemann

“The best thing is that 

it‘s so easy to operate 

with the pull cord. You 

can have sun or shade, 

whichever you like, 

within seconds”.

Alexander Seeger

Clear lines:

Sun protection and architecture  

enter into a perfect symbiosis
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Whether for terrace, patio, roof garden, outdoor dining areas, balcony, pool or 

courtyard, its modular construction means that SHADEONE® can provide shade 

for almost any location. An extensive range of systems and accessories means a 

solution for almost every challenge.

One system, many possibilities

SHADEONE® for railings  

and balconies

SHADEONE®  

as shade system for 

solutions under glass

SHADEONE®  

Wall to Wall Covering

SHADEONE® for terraces and large spaces
Flexibly mounted cylinder, cords and fabric 

screen stay taut in every position, no matter 

how far the screen is extended. 

Through the elbowed supports, the extension 

length can be increased again when used on a 

railing. These are available as a custom-made 

product. 

Cylinder and extension pro$le are 

incorporated into one component. 

Both the extension of and the 

necessary tension on the sail are 

combined in a simple way.

Minimal pull force and leverage on 

the wall means that the system is 

suitable for almost every façade. 

The cord clip allows the cord to be 

stopped easily.

An easy lock of the pull rope is 

enabled by the rope clamp.
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“Ultimately, what 

convinced me were 

both the innovative 

concepts of 

SHADEONE® 

and the price.”

Christian Hanraths

“Finally - sun protection which  

draws your attention to its sail  

and not to its mechanisms”.
Stefanie Dreier

SHADEONE® for use under glass SHADEONE® o#ers ideal protection from rain and sun for outdoor dining areas It doesn‘t just provide shade: SHADEONE® blocks harmful UV rays with a 

UPF value of 50+.
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SHADEONE® up close

Sun protection  

in colour

SHADEONE®

Silver

SHADEONE®

Beige

SHADEONE®

White

SHADEONE®

Bordeaux

SHADEONE®

Yellow

SHADEONE®

Grey

The membrane was specially developed for the high demands of SHADEONE®. 

The fabric screen is very light, impregnated with a mould-resistant substance, 

completely waterproof, dirt repellent and with its UPF value of 50+, o'ers a high 

level of protection against harmful UV rays. The UV stabilisation also ensures long-

term tear-resistance and rich colours. 

When the fabric screen is unrolled for the &rst time, a more or less de&ned‚ leaf 

structure can occur. This has no in$uence on the function or quality of the fabric 

and will disappear through after its &rst exposure to strong sunlight.
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www.shadesign.com

Available from your authorised dealer:


